Rapid on-chip genetic detection microfluidic platform for real world applications
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The development of genetic detection protocols for field applications is an important aspect of modern medical diagnostic technology and environmental monitoring. In this paper, we report a rapid, portable, and inexpensive DNA hybridization technique using a bead-based microfluidic platform that functions by passing fluorescently labeled target DNA through a chamber packed with functionalized beads within a microfluidic channel. DNA hybridization is then assessed using a digital camera attached to a Clare Chemical DR-45M dark reader non-UV transilluminator that uses visible light as an excitation source and a blue and amber filter to reveal fluorescence. This microfluidic approach significantly enhances hybridization by reducing the diffusion time between target DNA and the silica surface. The use of probe-functionalized beads as solid support also enhances the sensitivity and limit of detection due to a larger surface area per unit volume. This platform could be adapted for use in medical applications and environmental monitoring, including the detection of harmful organisms in the ballast water of ships. © 2009 American Institute of Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.3127142]

I. INTRODUCTION

The development of rapid detection techniques for bacteria, viruses, other harmful species, or species of interest in environmental field surveys is of immense importance for the advancement of modern medical diagnostic technology and environmental monitoring. Market demands for a portable device for field applications would likely be high because these are necessary for world health, epidemic control, environmental monitoring, and antiterrorism/biowarfare applications. Several excellent reviews of pathogen identification through diverse nucleic acid based assays, including microarray and real time polymerase chain reaction (PCR), can be found in literature.1,2 Conventional microarray analyses, however, involve a time-consuming and expensive detection protocol that often results in large errors and inconsistent results.3 The process requires a series of mixing, incubation, and washing steps. A single genetic assay of this type can take from 15 to 24 h. This is because of the rate-limiting diffusion step and is attributed to insufficient mass transport.
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of the target DNA from the solution to reach the localized oligomer sequences printed at specific pixels on the surface of a microarray slide. Both microarray and real time PCR are costly and are not very portable. Therefore, they are not convenient for field applications. Thus, there is a growing need for a rapid, portable device for field-based species detections.

The development of portable devices in conjunction with microfluidic and lab-on-a-chip platforms for biological applications has shown significant advancement during the past decades. Portable microfluidic devices could, thus, have considerable impact on rapid diagnostics, especially for field use or at any point of need. Integration of such a platform on a microchip would enhance the reaction efficiency, simplify detection protocol, reduce detection time, and lower the quantity of loading samples. Herein, we report a rapid, robust, and simple genetic detection assay system on a bead-based microfluidic platform where the probe-functionalized beads are used as a solid support to detect fluorescently tagged target DNA. The fluorescent intensity is captured by using a digital camera attached to a Clare Chemical DR-45M dark reader non-UV transilluminator that employs visible light as the excitation source accompanied by a blue and amber filter.

A number of research groups have been actively working with bead-based microanalytical systems. Fan et al. reported DNA hybridization in a microfluidic array using paramagnetic beads as a transportable solid support. A capillary platform for DNA analysis was demonstrated by lining up individual beads within a capillary tube. DNA hybridization using chip-based sensor arrays composed of individual addressable microbeads has also been reported. Recently, the use of microbead arrays was utilized in gene expression analyses. Other interesting studies of bead-based microfluidic biosensors are well documented in literature.

The use of beads as solid support to capture the DNA in a microfluidic chamber has a number of advantages. First, the bead’s surface to volume ratio is significantly higher than any flat surface or the interior surface of the microfluidic channel and this provides more hybridization sites for target DNA, thus enhancing sensitivity and the limit of detection for assays based on immobilized probes. Additionally, the use of beads offers a simple way to modify and characterize surfaces. Finally, the beads also enhance the effective mixing of solutions in the microfluidic system.

In the present study, we describe the development of a continuous flow system on a bead-based microfluidic platform for rapid genetic identification. We describe an initial application to detect the presence of green crab (Carcinus maenas), a marine crab that has often been economically and environmentally damaging where it has been introduced, often via the ballast water of ships. In this approach, the probe-functionalized beads (~10⁶ beads) are trapped within an 8 x 10⁸ μm³ small chamber in the microfluidic channel and the fluorescently labeled target DNA is exposed to the packed bead chamber for rapid hybridization. This reduces the diffusion rate between DNA and probes functionalized on the bead surface as DNA has to travel smaller distances to encounter probes due to the close packing of beads within a small chamber. Furthermore, the trapping of beads in the microfluidic channel also enhances detection sensitivity by concentrating the fluorescence intensity within a small chamber. Thus, the integration of such a microfluidic platform with a bead-based approach allows rapid hybridization and washing, decreasing the overall detection time to 1 hr. Green crab DNA was used as the target species to study the genetic detection on this bead-based microfluidic platform, with a green crab congener, Carcinus aestuarii, used as a control to test the species specificity of the approach.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The bead-based microfluidic detection platform consists of five steps: (i) microchip fabrication on glass slides, (ii) fabrication of filters within the microchannel using a mixture of methyacylate photopolymers, (iii) functionalization of the oligomer probe on beads, (iv) asymmetric PCR, and (v) a microchip bead-based hybridization assay. Each step is described briefly in Sec. II A.
A. Microchannel fabrication

A microfluidic cassette with a T-shaped microfluidic channel network [shown in Fig. 1(c)] is constructed using a liquid phase photopolymerization technique previously described in literature.19 The top and bottom surfaces of the cassettes are made up of glass slides, and the side walls of the channels are made out of acrylate polymer. The process consists of the following steps.

(a) Step 1 [Fig. 1(a)]. A microscopic glass slide is used to construct the upper portion of the chip. The holes are drilled at defined locations for fluidic inlet and outlet ports and a mask (printed on a transparency sheet) is attached to one of the surfaces.

(b) Step 2 [Fig. 1(a)]. The lower portion of the chip is formed with a glass wafer and the four edges of one surface are taped, and a layer of monomer (Impruv® 363, Loctite Inc.; Rocky Hill, CT) is spread over it. The tape acts a spacer between the two slides and represents the height of the channel. The thickness of the tape used is around 200 μm.

(c) Step 3 [Fig. 1(b)]. The upper layer is then put over the monomer glass wafer and is subjected to free-radical polymerization by irradiating the system for 5 s in a Electro-cure 500 UV curing chamber (Electro-lite Corp., Bethel, CT) with four 15 W fluorescent blacklight tubes, producing UV light of predominantly 365 nm wavelength at an intensity of 30 mW/cm² in the polymerization zone. Clear areas of the mask allow transmission of the UV light, curing the monomer while dark areas of the mask block the UV light and leave regions of unpolymerized monomer.

(d) Step 4 [Fig. 1(c)]. The mask is removed, and the unpolymerized monomer is washed out with acetone to develop the desired channel. Finally, the chip is exposed in an UV curing chamber for another 2 min and the fluidic connectors are attached. The fabricated T-shaped microchannel has dimensions of 7 × 0.02 × 30 cm³ in width(cm) × height(cm) × length(cm), respectively.

B. Fabrication of filters within microchannel

Filters with pore dimension of ~2–3 μm are fabricated on either side of the horizontal arm of the T-junction to create a region where 10 μm DNA-coated beads, when loaded through the vertical arm, can be trapped [Fig. 1(d)]. The on-chip fabrication of the filter was achieved by modifying a previous technology used to fabricate porous monoliths.20

FIG. 1. Fabrication of the microchannel prototype. (a) The upper layer consists of a transparency mask, a glass slide with fluidic holes drilled in. The lower layer consists of monomer solution poured on top of a tapped glass wafer. (b) The two layers are combined and exposed to UV light from above, curing only the areas not protected by the mask. (c) The picture of the chip after fabrication of the microchannel. (d) The picture of the chip after formation of the polymeric filter within the microfluidic channel.
In brief, a mixture of trimethylolpropane trimethacrylate and 2,3-epoxypropyl methacrylate/glycidyl methacrylate in the ratio of 7:3 is used as monomer and another mixture of toluene and 2,2,4-trimethylpentane in the ratio of 4:6 is used as porogen. 0.35 mg benzoin methyl ether, a photoinitiator, is then added to a mixture consisting of 0.4 ml of monomer and 0.6 ml of porogen. The resulting solution is then loaded into the microchannels. Using the same setup that was used for fabricating the microchannel network, but with a new mask that allows light to pass through only those regions in which the filter is desired, free-radical photopolymerization is initiated and allowed to proceed for 68 s. Due to the presence of porogens (inert organic compounds), a spongy mass, as opposed to a solid polymer, is obtained from the reaction. When methanol is fed through the vertical arm at a low flow rate (3 ml/h), the porogen, unreacted monomers, and some partially reacted monomers within the porous mass are washed away, but the more highly polymerized material remains, yielding a porous monolith within the microfluidic channel. The size of the pores within the monolith can be tuned by changing the ratio of the compounds constituting the porogen, the volume fraction of the porogens, and the amount of photoinitiator used.21

C. Functionalization of probe on bead surface

To hybridize target DNA on the bead-based microfluidic platform, a species-specific amino functionalized oligonucleotide primer (27-mer), complementary to the target DNA, is attached to 10 μm carboxylated silica beads. This is achieved by coupling –COOH and –NH2 groups with mixture of 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide (EDC) and N-hydroxysuccinimide to produce DNA attached silica bead by amide linkages and is performed as reported in literature.22

D. Asymmetric PCR amplification

To simplify the bead-based hybridization platform and also to avoid the denaturation of the target DNA during the hybridization step in the experimental setup (i.e., to prevent the denatured dsDNA from recombining before it reaches and interacts with probe-functionalized silica beads within the microchannel), asymmetric PCR is performed to produce ssDNA. In this approach, an unequal concentration of primers is used; otherwise it is similar to standard, symmetric PCR that produces dsPCR product. Initially, amplification starts exponentially, but as the lower concentrated primer is exhausted, the higher concentrated primer continues to amplify only one strand of DNA, thus producing ssDNA. An asymmetric PCR reaction amplifying cytochrome c oxidase subunit I (COI) was performed using a fluorescently labeled forward PCR primer (0.4 mM concentration) and a reverse, nonfluorescent primer (0.8 nM concentration) to amplify ∼500 base pair green crab ssDNA to study on-chip DNA hybridization. Similarly, the congeneric species Carcinus aestuarii was amplified and tested as a negative control.

E. Procedure for microchip-bead-based hybridization assay

The first step of the hybridization experiment is to pass 2% serum bovine albumin solution through the microchannel to prevent any nonspecific binding of target DNA or fluorescent dye to the filters and the surfaces of the channels. The probe-functionalized silica beads are then passed through the vertical fluidic inlet of the microchannel to trap the beads within the small chamber and then a 4X SSC hybridization buffer is passed through the channel to make sure that the beads are closely packed within the chamber. After successful packing of the beads, 100 μl of a solution of the fluorescently labeled ssDNA is flown through at 50 °C at a very slow flow rate of 0.5 ml/h for hybridization. De-ionized water is then passed through the channel to remove all nonspecific DNA bound to the surface of the beads and/or to the filters. Finally, the fluorescence of the packed bead chamber is quantified using a digital camera attached to a Clare Chemical DR-45M dark reader non-UV transilluminator that uses visible light source for fluorescence detection. The dark reader uses two filters (blue and amber filter) to reveal fluorescence. The blue filter placed in between the light source and the sample allows only blue excitation light to pass through it. The amber filter is then placed between the sample and the observer, which removes the blue incident light but allows passage of the red and green fluorescent components. This emits the wavelength...
in the range of 400–500 nm and falls in the excitation region of fluorophor Alexa488, which is used to detect DNA hybridization. A confocal laser scanning microscope (Zeiss LSM Pascal 5) is also used to further verify on-chip hybridization.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

This approach is rapid: it took about 1 h from introducing the DNA into the channel to the completion of optical quantification of the results. Detection sensitivity is in the range of 100 pM.

Figure 2(a) shows the image of the control chip with bare silica beads and Fig. 2(b) shows the image of the experimental chip with probe-functionalized silica beads packed within the microfluidic channel after passing fluorescently labeled target green crab ssDNA through both the chips, respectively, is recorded using a digital camera attached to a Clare Chemical DR-45M dark reader. (c) The fluorescence image of the control and (d) the experimental chip recorded by a confocal laser scanning microscope.

FIG. 2. The image of (a) the control chip with bare silica beads and (b) the experimental chip with probe-functionalized silica beads packed within a small chamber in the microfluidic channel after passing fluorescently labeled target green crab ssDNA through both the chips, respectively, is recorded using a digital camera attached to a Clare Chemical DR-45M dark reader. (c) The fluorescence image of the control and (d) the experimental chip recorded by a confocal laser scanning microscope.
To demonstrate the specificity of this bead-based microfluidic platform for genetic identification, the following experiments are conducted. A comparative test between the green crab and the closely related congeneric species *Carcinus aestuarii* is performed. The experiments involved passing amplified green crab and its congener ssDNA through two separate chips packed with probe-functionalized (green crab specific) beads. After successful packing of beads, the fluorescently labeled COI PCR product from both the green crab (*C. maenas*) and its congener (*C. aestuarii*) is run through two separate chips at 50 °C with a very slow flow rate of 0.5 ml/h. The chips were then washed with de-ionized water to remove the nontarget DNA product that is bound either to the surface of the beads or to the filter. The fluorescence of the packed bead chamber was then assessed using a fluorescent microscope (Fig. 3). High fluorescence intensity was observed in the green crab chip [Fig. 3(a)], and no appreciable fluorescence was observed for the congeneric species chip [Fig. 3(b)], despite the fact that the probe used to detect the green crab PCR product differs by only three mismatched bases from the congeneric DNA sequence. This observation clearly demonstrates the high specificity of bead-based detection chip toward a particular species and also demonstrates that the bead-based microfluidic platform can successfully detect a minimum of three base mismatches.

In conclusion, we have successfully demonstrated a rapid, simple, and portable genetic identification detection technique on a bead-based microfluidic platform. The fabrication of this platform is very simple and the use of a digital camera accompanied with a visible light source with appropriate filters for DNA hybridization detection makes the platform simple, portable, and cost effective. The detection sensitivity can be further improved by using a more powerful and expensive optical system, although it may limit its portability, an advantage of the reported microfluidic detection platform. Further, the detection platform is based on a continuous flow system that allows the passage of a large sample volume of low DNA concentration for longer time, thus improving sensitivity at the expense of detection time. With the proper integration of a modified PCR chip, hybridization steps, and the appropriate microfluidic fabrication techniques, this platform then could be introduced as a first single-target prototype for a rapid field-use genetic diagnostic kit. Quantifying the target DNA (as opposed to measuring its presence or absence) is not currently possible but a rapid and portable positive-negative diagnostic platform would find many important field-use applications as a preliminary screening step, such as epidemic control at ports/airports, avian flu monitoring of poultry imports, and environmental monitoring.
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